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Abstrat. We provide a uniform framework for the analysis of programs with pro-edures and expliit, unbounded, fork/join parallelism overing not only bitvetorproblems like reahing de�nitions or live variables but also non-bitvetor problemslike strong opy onstant propagation. Due to their strutural similarity to thesequential ase, the resulting algorithms are as eÆient as their widely aepted se-quential ounterparts, and they an easily be integrated in existing program analysisenvironments like e.g. MetaFrame or PAG. We are therefore onvined that ourmethod will soon �nd its way into industrial-sale omputer systems.Keywords: Inter-proedural program analysis, expliit parallelism, bitve-tor problems, strong opy onstant propagation, oinidene theorems.
1. IntrodutionThe analysis of parallel programs is known as a notoriously hard problem.Even without proedures and with only bounded parallelism the analysistypially su�ers from the so-alled state explosion problem: in general, al-ready the required ontrol strutures grow exponentially with the number ofparallel omponents. Bitvetor analyses, dominant in most pratial om-pilers, esape this problem in the ontext of fork/join-parallelism [11, 8℄: asimple pre-proess is suÆient to adapt sequential intra-proedural bitvetoranalyses to diretly work on parallel ow graphs whih onisely and expli-itly represent the program's parallelism. Key for this adaptation was tohange from a property analysis (diretly assoiating program points withproperties) to an e�et analysis1 assoiating program points with a prop-erty transformer resembling the e�et of the `preeding' program fragment.The simpliity of the adaption results from the fat that bitvetor analyses1 Seond-order analysis in the terminology of [11℄.Reeived Deember 20, 2000.
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an oneptually be \slied" into separate analyses for eah individual bit-omponent eah of whih only requires the onsideration of a three-pointtransformer domain. This setting allowed one to elegantly solve the twoentral problems inherent in the analysis of parallel programs:Æ Interferene between parallel omponents an be treated by hekingfor the existene of `killers' in the Gen/Kill terminology in parallelomponents, whih is trivially a `linear task'.Æ Synhronization at join nodes redues to a simple operation de�nedon the individual e�ets of the involved parallel omponents.In order to handle also proedures and unbounded parallelism, Esparza andKnoop observed that the desribed problem pro�le also admits an automatatheoreti treatment [5℄. This observation has been arefully developed byEsparza and Podelski in [6℄. We will ome bak to this approah in theseond part of this paper, where we disuss the merits of re�ned programanalysis. From the perspetive of lassial program analysis, however, theonstrutions in [5℄ are rather impratial. They require involved automataonstrutions whih return the desired results in a rather indiret way: In-stead of determining the abstrat values at program points diretly, theirreahability analysis �rst omputes desriptions of sets of so-alled proesstrees orresponding to a partiular property at a program point. Thus, foreah bit-omponent of the analysis, a tree automata onstrution is requiredwhih is linear in the produt of the size of the program and the size of anautomaton desribing all reahable proess trees. The latter automaton angrow linearly in the size of the program as well { implying that the analysisof eah omponent is at least quadrati in the program size.In this paper we present a muh more diret framework for the inter-proeduralanalysis of fork/join parallel programs. We propose a onstraint-based ap-proah whih naturally arises from an algebrai reformulation of the intra-proedural method presented in [11, 8℄. Our approah losely resemblesthe lassial understanding of bitvetor analysis, has a omplexity whih islinear in the program size and admits elegant, algebrai proofs.Summarizing, we ontribute to the state of the art by(1) Providing a uniform haraterization of the aptured analysis pro�lewhih simultaneously addresses all involved program entities, e.g., allprogram variables at one for live variable analysis or all program ex-pressions at one for availability of expressions. Moreover, this pro�legoes beyond pure bitvetor analyses as it e.g. also aptures strong opyonstant propagation [8℄.(2) Basing our development on a onstraint haraterization of valid par-allel exeution paths. The onstraint system for the atual analysessimply results from an abstrat interpretation [3, 4, 2℄ of this hara-terization.(3) Presenting a framework whih supports algebrai reasoning. In par-tiular, the proof for prop. 2(3) { resembling the entral Main Lemmaof [11℄ { straightforwardly evolves from our pro�le haraterization.
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(4) Guaranteeing essentially the same performane as for purely inter-proedural bitvetor analyses by exploiting the results of a generalizedpossible interferene analysis [11℄.As a onsequene, the presented framework is tightly tailored for the in-tended appliation area. It diretly assoiates the program points withthe required information based on lassial onstraint solving through (e.g.,worklist based) �xpoint iteration. This an be exploited to obtain simpleimplementations in urrent program analysis generators like DFA& OPTMetaFrame [9℄ or PAG [1℄, whih provide all the required �xpoint iterationmahinery.The onstraint systems disussed up to now are ontrol struture-oriented,whih implies that joins in the ontrol ow typially impose loss of informa-tion. This is ommon in the `lassial' program optimization senario, andit guarantees good ontrol over the program size of the optimized program.Motivated by the task to eliminate all partial redundanies [12℄, whih isimpossible without signi�antly altering the ontrol struture, [14℄ proposeda property-oriented approah to intra-proedural program analysis, whihtotally avoids the loss of information at join nodes on the ost of node split-ting. The entral problem with property-oriented expansion is its potentialof ode-size explosion, whih, e.g. in the ase of partial redundany elim-ination, in the worst ase, an be exponential. In pratie, however, thisagressive optimization seems to behave muh better.From this perspetive, the automata theoreti approah presented in [5, 6℄an be regarded as a step towards property-oriented inter-proedural pro-gram analysis and optimization for fork/join-parallel programs, as it re�nesthe ontrol-struture oriented analysis by separating senarios for single pro-gram loations on the basis of the onsidered program property. This re�nedinformation in terms of so-alled proess trees, whih is of no use for lassialstruture-oriented optimization, may well be used to steer the unfolding ofreursion in order to inrease the optimization potential. The seond partof this paper elaborates on this idea by presenting a onstraint system forexeution trees. Exeution trees an be onsidered as a re�nement of pro-ess trees, tailored to apture all of the required information for property-oriented inter-proedural program analysis of fork/join-parallel programs. Itturns out that our approah is at least as eÆient as the automata-theoretiapproah of [5, 6℄ in the sense that were are able to proof the omplexitybound invisaged but not yet proved for their onstrutions.The paper is organized as follows. After formally introduing expliitly par-allel programs with proedures in setion 2, we de�ne the notion of parallelexeution paths in setion 3, and speify our analysis problem in setion 4.Setion 5 then presents a preise e�et analysis for proedures, whih is thebasis for the preise inter-proedural reahability analysis given in setion 6.Setion 7 disusses possible extensions of our formal development. Setion8 then onsiders re�nements of the analysis questions under onsideration.It introdues the onepts of (partial) exeution trees and proess trees and
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Fig. 1: An Example Control-ow Graph.
provides eÆient algorithms to onstrut regular onstraint systems for theresult. Finally, setion 9 gives our onlusions and perspetives.

2. Programs as Control-ow GraphsWe assume that programs are given as (annotated) ontrol-ow graphs (fg'sfor short). An edge in the fg either is a all of a single proedure, a parallelall to two proedures, or a basi omputation step. An example of suh afg is given in �gure 1. There, we only visualized the annotation of all andparallel all edges. Observe that this fg indeed introdues an unboundednumber of instanes of proedure q running in parallel.Formally, a ontrol-ow graph G for a program with proedures and expliitparallelism onsists of a �nite set Pro of proedures together with a ol-letion Gp; p 2 Pro, of disjoint intra-proedural ontrol-ow graphs. Weassume that there is one speial proedure main with whih program exe-ution starts. The intra-proedural ontrol-ow graph Gp of a proedure ponsists of:Æ A set Np of program points;Æ A speial entry point s 2 Np as well as a speial return point r 2 Np;Æ A set of edges Ep � Np �Np;Æ A subset Cp � Ep of all edges where for e 2 Cp, all e = p denotesthat edge e alls the proedure p; and �nally,Æ A subset Pp � Ep of parallel all edges where for e 2 Pp, all e = p1 jj p2denotes that edge e alls the proedures p1 and p2 in parallel.Edges whih are not ontained in Cp or Pp are also alled basi edges.Pratial Remark: It is just for onveniene that we allow only binaryparallelism in our programs. Our methods an be easily adapted to workalso for more proedures being alled in parallel or even parallel do-loops.Also note that we do not onsider synhronization between parallel threadsby barriers or semaphores. Suh onstruts limit the amount of possibleexeution paths. By ignoring these, we may get more possible exeutionpaths and thus (perhaps less preise but) still safe analysis results.
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3. Parallel Exeution PathsThe semantis of a parallel program is determined w.r.t. the set of parallelexeution paths. What we are now going to formalize is an interleavingsemantis for parallely exeutable threads. We need the following auxiliaryde�nitions. Let E denote a �nite set of edges. Let w = e1 : : : en be a wordfrom E� and I = fi1 < : : : < ikg � f1; : : : ; ng be a subset of positions in w.Then the restrition of w to I is given by wjI = ei1 : : : eik .The interleaving of subsets M1;M2 � E� is de�ned byM1 
M2 = fw 2 E� j 9I1 + I2 = f1; : : : ; jwjg : wjI1 2M1 and wjI2 2M2gHere, \+" denotes disjoint union of sets. Thus, M1 
M2 onsists of allpossible interleavings of sequenes from M1 and M2. Furthermore for M �E�, let pre(M) denote the set of all pre�xes of words in M , i.e.,pre(M) = fu 2 E� j 9v 2 E� : uv 2MgWe onsider the following sets of possible exeution paths:Æ For p 2 Pro, the set �(p) of all exeution paths for p;Æ For program point v of proedure p, the set �(v) of all paths startingat the entry point of p and reahing v on the same level , i.e., througha path whih already has returned from every subsequently enteredproedure.Æ For every proedure p, the set �r(p) of all paths starting at a all ofmain and reahing some all of p;Æ For every program point v, the set �r(v) of all paths starting at a allof main and reahing program point v.These sets are given through the least solutions of the following onstraintsystems (whose variables for simpliity are denoted by �(p);�(v);�r(p);�r(v)as well). Let us start with the de�ning onstraint system for the sets ofsame-level exeution paths.�(p) � �(r) r return point of p (1)�(s) � f�g s entry point of a proedure (2)�(v) � �(u) � feg e = (u; v) basi edge (3)�(v) � �(u) ��(p) e = (u; v) alls p (4)�(v) � �(u) � (�(p1)
�(p2)) e = (u; v) alls p1 jj p2 (5)Here, the binary operator \�" denotes onatenation of sequenes extendedto sets of sequenes.Lines (1) through (4) are the standard lines to determine the sets of all same-level exeution paths as known from inter-proedural analysis of sequentialprograms. Line (1) says that the set of exeution paths of proedure p isthe set of same-level paths reahing the return point of p. Line (2) saysthat at least � is a same-level exeution path that reahes the entry point
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of a proedure. Line (3) says that for every basi edge e = (u; v), theset of same-level exeution paths reahing the program point v subsumesall same-level exeution paths to u extended by e. Line (4) says that forevery edge e = (u; v) alling a proedure p, the set of same-level exeutionpaths reahing the program point v subsumes all same-level exeution pathsreahing u extended by any exeution path through the proedure p. Line(5) for a parallel all of p1 jj p2 has the same form as line (4). But now thesame-level exeution paths to the program point before the all are extendedby all interleavings of exeution paths for p1 and p2.In order to speify the sets �r(p);�r(v), let us introdue the auxiliary sets�(v; p), v a program point, p a proedure, whih give the sets of exeutionpaths reahing v from a all of p. These auxiliary sets are de�ned as theleast solution of the following system of onstraints:�(v; p) � �(v) v program point of proedure p (1)�(v; p) � �(u) ��(v; q) e = (u; ) alls q in p (2)�(v; p) � �(u) � (�(v; pi)
M) e = (u; ) alls p1 jj p2 in p (3)where M in line (3) is given by M = pre(�(p3�i)). The intuition behindthis de�nition is as follows. Line (1) says that whenever v is a programpoint of proedure p, then the set of exeution paths from p to v subsumesall same-level exeution paths from p to v. Line (2) says that whenever atsome edge e = (u; ) in the body of proedure p, some proedure q is alled,then the set of exeution paths from p to v subsumes all omputation pathsonsisting of a same-level exeution path from p to the program point ufollowed by an exeution path from q to v. Finally, line (3) onsiders anedge e = (u; ) in the body of p whih is a parallel all of p1 and p2. Thenwe have to append to the same-level exeution paths to u all interleavingsof exeution paths from pi to v with pre�xes of same-level exeution pathsfor the parallel proedure.Given the �(v; q), we de�ne the values �r(v);�r(p) as the least solution of:�r(v) � �(v;main) v a program point�r(p) � �r(u) edge (u; ) alls p, p jj or jj pFor now, let us assume that all the sets of exeution paths �(v);�r(v);�(p);�r(p)are non-empty. In setion 7 we will explain how this assumption an be re-moved. 4. SemantisLet D denote a omplete lattie and F � D ! D a subset of monotonifuntions from D to D whih ontains �x:? (the onstant ?-funtion) andI = �x:x (the identity) and is losed under omposition \Æ" and least upperbounds. While D is meant to speify the set of abstrat properties, F de-sribes all possible ways how properties may be transformed when passingfrom one program point to the other. In this paper we make the followingadditional assumption:
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Æ D is distributive, i.e., au(bt) = (aub)t(au) holds for all a; b;  2 D ;Æ D has height h < 1, i.e., every asending hain of elements in D haslength at most h+ 1;Æ set F onsists of all funtions of the form f x = (aux)tb with a; b 2 D .Sine D is distributive, all funtions f in F are distributive as well, i.e.,f (a t b) = (f a) t (f b) for all a; b 2 D . Let us also mention that neither Dnor F is demanded to be �nite. However, sine F is a projetion of D � Dand D has height h, the lattie F has height at most 2h.The most prominent lass of problems that satisfy our restritions are bitve-tor problems like available expressions, reahing de�nitions, life variables orvery busy expressions [7℄. In these ases, we may hoose D = B h whereB = f0 � 1g.There are, however, further analysis problems whih meet our assumptionswithout being bitvetor problems. This is the ase, e.g., for strong opyonstant propagation. Strong opy onstant propagation tries to determinewhether or not some onstant has been assigned to a variable whih later-onremains unhanged. For this appliation, we may hoose D = V ! B whereV is the set of program variables and B is the at lattie of possible values forprogram variables. Thus, an abstrat value d 2 D represents an assignmentof program variables to values. In partiular, D has height h = 2 �#V . Notefurthermore that for strong opy onstant propagation, all funtions f 2 Foperate on the abstrat value for eah program variable separately. Eahsuh omponent-wise transfer funtion is of the speial form �x:(a u x) t bwith a 2 f?;>g.Consider, e.g., an assignment statement X = 7; (X a program variable).Then the omponent-wise transfer funtions fY for the orresponding edgein the ontrol-ow graph are given by:fX = �x:7 = �x:(?u x) t 7fY = �x:x = �x:(>u x) for Y 6= XWe onlude that asending hains of funtions for strong opy onstantpropagation have length at most 3 �#V .Let E denote a set of edges and [:℄ : E ! F denote an assignment offuntions to edges. Then we extend [:℄ to sequenes w = e1 : : : en 2 E� andsets M � E� in the natural way, i.e., by[w℄ = [en℄ Æ : : : Æ [e1℄ [M ℄ = Ff[w℄ j w 2MgThus, espeially, [;℄ = �x:? (the least element in F), and [f�g℄ = [�℄ = I.Funtions [w℄ and [M ℄ are also alled the e�et of the sequene w and theset M , respetively.For the rest of this paper we assume that we are given an assignment[e℄ = fe = �x:(ae u x) t be 2 Fto eah basi edge e of our input program. Then program analysis tries toompute (approximations to) the following values:
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E�ets of Proedures: For eah proedure p, E�et(p) := [�(p)℄ denotesthe e�et of the set of all same-level exeution paths through p;Reahability: For a start value d0 2 D , program point v and proedurep, Reah(v) := [�r(v)℄ d0 and Reah(p) := [�r(p)℄ d0 denote the leastupper bounds on all abstrat values reahing v along exeution pathsfrom main and the least upper bound on all abstrat values reahingalls to p, respetively.The system of these values is alled the Merge-Over-all-Paths solution (ab-breviated: MOP solution) of the analysis problem. Sine the respetive setsof exeution paths are typially in�nite, it is not lear whether this solutionan be omputed e�etively. The standard approah proposed in data-owanalysis and abstrat interpretation [3, 4, 2℄ onsists in putting up a set Cof onstraints on the values we are interested in. The onstraints are ho-sen in suh a way that any solution to C is guaranteed to represent a safeapproximation of the values. Quite frequently, however, the least solutionof C equals the MOP solution [10, 13℄. Then we speak of oinidene of thesolutions, meaning that C preisely haraterizes the MOP.In our present appliation, we are already given a onstraint system whoseleast solution represents the sets of exeution paths whih are to be evalu-ated. By inspeting this onstraint system, we would naturally try to obtainonstraint systems for e�et analysis and reahability just by abstratingthe lattie of sets of paths with our lattie F . Thus, the ordering \�" of setinlusion on sets of paths is mapped to the ordering on F ; set union and on-atenation is mapped to least upper bounds and omposition of funtions.Indeed, this abstration mapping [:℄ has the following properties:Proposition 1. Let M1;M2 � E�. Then the following holds:(1) [M1 [M2℄ = [M1℄ t [M2℄;(2) [M1 �M2℄ = [M2℄ Æ [M1℄ if both M1 and M2 are non-empty. 2Proposition 1 suggests a diret translation of the onstraint system for thesets of exeution paths into a onstraint system whih we are aiming at.The only two obstales withstanding a diret translation are an abstratinterleaving operator (whih for simpliity is denoted by \
" as well), and away how to deal with pre�xes. For our abstrat latties, these two problemsturn out to have surprisingly simple solutions.For fi = �x:(ai u x)t bi, i = 1; 2, we de�ne the interleaving of f1 and f2 by:f1 
 f2 = �x:(a1 u a2 u x) t b1 t b2We have:Proposition 2. Let f1; f2; f 2 F . Then the following holds:(1) f1 
 f2 = f1 Æ f2 t f2 Æ f1;(2) (f1 t f2)
 f = f1 
 f t f2 
 f ;
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(3) [M1 
M2℄ = [M1℄
 [M2℄ for non-empty subsets M1;M2 � E�.For a proof of Proposition 2 see Appendix A. In partiular, statement (1)of Proposition 2 an be interpreted that, instead of onsidering all possibleinterleavings of parallel omponents, it suÆes to onsider all possibilitiesof their sequential ompositions.

5. E�et AnalysisNow we have all prerequisites together to present a onstraint system fore�et analysis. The least solution of the onstraint system de�nes values[p℄ for the e�et of proedures p together with values [v℄ for the e�ets ofsame-level exeution paths reahing program point v.[p℄ w [r℄ r return point of p (1)[s℄ w I s entry point (2)[v℄ w fe Æ [u℄ e = (u; v) basi edge (3)[v℄ w [p℄ Æ [u℄ e = (u; v) alls p (4)[v℄ w ([p1℄
 [p2℄) Æ [u℄ e = (u; v) alls p1 jj p2 (5)Lines (1) through (4) are the lines to determine the e�ets of proedures asknown from inter-proedural analysis of sequential programs. Line (1) saysthat the e�et of proedure p is the e�et of what has been aumulatedfor the return point of p. Line (2) says that aumulation of e�ets startsat entry points of proedures with the identity funtion I = �x:x. Line(3) says that the ontribution of a basi edge e = (u; v) to the value for vis given by the value for u extended by the appliation of the funtion feassoiated with this edge. Line (4) says that the ontribution of an edgee = (u; v) alling a proedure p is determined analogously with the onlydi�erene that the funtion fe in line (3) is now replaed with the e�et[p℄ of the alled proedure. Also line (5) for a parallel all has the sameform. But now, in order to determine the ombined e�et of the parallelyexeuted proedures p1 and p2, we rely on the interleaving operator \
".This onstraint system for e�et analysis is the diret abstration of theorresponding onstraint system for same-level reahing paths from setion3. Therefore, we obtain (by distributivity of all involved operators):Theorem 1. The least solution of the e�et onstraint system preisely de-sribes the e�et of proedures, i.e.,E�et(p) = [p℄ and E�et(v) = [v℄for every proedure p and program point v. These values an be omputedin time O(h � n) where h is the height of the omplete lattie, and n is thesize of the program. 2
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6. A Constraint System for ReahabilityAs for e�et analysis, we ould mimi the least �xpoint de�nition of the setsof reahing exeution paths through a orresponding onstraint system overF . Observe, however, that our de�ning onstraint system for reahing exeu-tion paths in setion 3 has quadrati size. Clearly, we would like to improveon this, and indeed this is possible { even without sari�ing preision.Consider the set pre(M) of pre�xes of a non-empty set M � E�. We makethe following key observation:

Proposition 3. Let EM denote the edges ourring in elements ofM wherefor e 2 EM , [e℄ = �x:(ae u x) t be. Then[pre(M)℄ = �x:x tB where B = Ffbe j e 2 EMg 2
Thus, all the intersetions with the ae have disappeared. What only remainsis the least upper bound on the values be. A proof of proposition 3 an befound in Appendix B.Instead of aumulating e�ets in a topdown fashion as was neessary inthe preise de�nition of reahing exeution paths, we prefer a bottom-upaumulation { a strategy whih is ommonly used in inter-proedural anal-ysis of sequential programs. There, aumulation diretly starts at the mainprogram and then suessively proeeds to alled proedures.For eah program point v, let B(v) denote the least upper bound of all be,for all basi edges e possibly exeuted in parallel with v. This value is alsoalled possible interferene of v. Furthermore, We use the auxiliary values�(p), p a proedure, to alulate the least upper bound on be for all basiedges possibly exeuted during evaluation of p. These values are determinedthrough the least solution of the following onstraint system:�(p) w be e basi edge in proedure p�(p) w �(q) proedure p alls q or q jj or jj qB(v) w B(p) v program point in pB(p) w B(u) (u; ) alls proedure pB(p1) w �(p2) tB(u) (u; ) alls p1 jj p2B(p2) w �(p1) tB(u) (u; ) alls p1 jj p2The whole system for omputing the values �(p), B(p) and B(v) is of linearsize and uses \t" as only operation in right-hand sides. Suh kind of prob-lems are also known as \pure merge problems" and an be solved even inlinear time.We will now onstrut a onstraint system as for inter-proedural reahabil-ity analysis of sequential programs, but for eah program point additionallytake its possible interferene into aount. Thus, we onsider the values [[v℄℄;v a program point, [[p℄℄, p a proedure, whih are determined as the least
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solution of the following onstraint system:[[main℄℄ w d0 (1)[[v℄℄ w B(v) and (2)[[v℄℄ w [v℄[[p℄℄ v program point in proedure p (3)[[p℄℄ w [[u℄℄ e = (u; ) alls p or p jj or jj p (4)Only line (2) makes the di�erene to a orresponding onstraint system forreahability in sequential programs. The intuition behind the onstraintsystem is as follows. Line (1) says that initially the value reahing mainshould subsume the initial value d0. Line (2) says that the value reahingprogram point v should subsume its possible interferene. Line (3) says thatwhen v is a program point of proedure p, then the reahing value shouldalso subsume the intra-proedural e�et of v applied to the value reahingp. Line (4) �nally says that the value reahing a proedure should subsumethe value of every program point where suh a all (possibly in parallel toanother all) is possible.This onstraint system di�ers onsiderably from the onstraint system forthe sets of reahing exeution paths. Nonetheless, we are able to prove:Theorem 2. The above onstraint system omputes preise reahability in-formation as well, i.e.,Reah(p) = [[p℄℄ and Reah(v) = [[v℄℄for all program points v and proedures p. These values an be omputed intime O(h � n) where h is the height of the omplete lattie, and n is the sizeof the program.For a proof see Appendix C. Theorem 2 implies that programs with proe-dures and parallelism are not harder to analyze than programs with proe-dures but without parallelism!7. ExtensionsIn this setion, we disuss issues whih are important for the pratial appli-ability of the presented results. We do not laim that this setion ontainsany new ideas or onstrutions. Rather we want to emphasize that the on-strutions known from the inter-proedural analysis of sequential programsan be extended to parallel programs in a straight-forward way.7.1 Non-Reahable Program PointsSo far, we assumed that every program point is reahable by at least oneexeution path. In order to show that this assumption is not vital, we nowabandon this assumption. Instead, let P and R denote the sets of possiblyterminating proedures and reahable program points, respetively. In order
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to ompute these sets, we instantiate our generi analysis with D = f0 � 1gwhere for eah basi edge e, the funtion [e℄ = fe is given by fe = I = �x:x,and the initial value d0 equals 1. The only funtions from D ! D ourringduring the analysis are �x:0 and �x:x. Both funtions are strit, i.e., preservethe least element. Therefore, we obtain:Proposition 4. For every proedure p and program point v, the followingholds:(1) [v℄ = I i� �(v) 6= ; and [p℄ = I i� �(p) 6= ;;(2) [[v℄℄ = 1 i� �r(v) 6= ; and [[p℄℄ = 1 i� �r(p) 6= ;.In partiular, p 2 P i� [p℄ = I, and v 2 R i� [[v℄℄ = 1. 2We onlude that the sets P and R an be omputed in linear time.A non-reahable program point should not inuene any other programpoint. Therefore, we modify the given fg by removing all edges startingin program points not in R. By this edge removal, the sets of reahingexeution paths have not hanged. Let us all the resulting fg normalized.Then we obtain:Theorem 3. Assume the fg is normalized. Then for every program pointv and proedure p,(1) E�et(v) = [v℄ and E�et(p) = [p℄;(2) Reah(v) = [[v℄℄ and Reah(p) = [[p℄℄. 2We onlude that, after the preproessing step of normalization, our on-straint systems will ompute a safe approximation whih is preise.Pratial Remark: Normalization of the fg may remove edges and thussome onstraints from the onstraint systems of the analysis. Therefore,omitting normalization may result in a less preise, but still safe analysis.7.2 Bakward AnalysisWhat we disussed so far, is alled forward analysis. Examples of forwardanalysis problems are reahing de�nitions, available expressions or strongopy onstant propagation. Other important analyses, however, determinethe value at a program point v w.r.t. the possible future of v, i.e., the setof reverses of exeution paths possibly following a visit of v. Examples arelive variables or very busy expressions. Suh analyses are alled bakwardanalyses. In ase that every forward reahable program point is also bak-ward reahable, i.e., lies on an exeution path from the start point to thereturn point of main, we an redue bakward analysis to forward analysis{ simply by normalizing the fg followed by a reversal of edge orientationsand an exhange of entry and return points of proedures.
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7.3 Loal and Global StateConsider an edge e = (u; v) in the fg whih alls a terminating proedurep (the treatment of a terminating parallel all to two proedures p1 andp2 is ompletely analogous). So far, the omplete information at programpoint u is passed to the entry point of p. Indeed, this is adequate whenanalyzing global properties like availability of expressions whih depend onglobal variables only. It is not (immediately) appliable in presene of loalvariables whih are visible to the aller but should be hidden from the alleep, meaning that they should survive the all unhanged [10, 13℄.To make things preise, let us assume that D = D l � D g where D l and D gdesribe loal and global properties, respetively. Let us further assumethat the global part of the urrent state is passed as a parameter to p,and also returned as the result of the all, whereas the loal part of theprogram point before the all is by-passed the all using some transformer�e : D l ! D l . Reall that every f 2 F is of the form f = �x:(xu a)t b witha; b 2 D . Sine D is a Cartesian produt, this implies that f = fl� fg wherefl : D l ! D l and fg : D g ! D g independently operate on the loal statesand global states, respetively. Obviously, suh an independene will nothold in general for inter-proedural analyses. Instead, it is a very spei�onsequene from the speial form of transfer funtions under onsideration.Due to this independene, however, we an separate the analysis into twophases.The �rst phase onsiders just global values from D g . No loal state need tobe preserved during the all, and we use the original all edge.The seond phase then is purely intra-proedural and deals with the lattieD l . But now, sine the all at edge e has no e�et onto the loal state, wesimply hange e into a basi edge with [e℄ = �e.

8. Re�ning AnalysesUp to now, we were onentrating on safe approximations apturing all val-ues reahing a ertain program point, i.e. a ertain position in the argumentprogram's ode. The re�ned analysis we are going to diuss in this setionavoids to ollapse, and therefore to weaken, the information belonging to aprogram point by qualifying the omputed information with harateriza-tions of the relevant ontext.This an be seen as a generalization of the property-oriented expansion ap-proah of [14℄. There, the loss of information at join nodes was avoidedby node splitting: whenever a `meet' operation would lead to a proper lossof information, the target node is split in order to be able to maintain thefull information separately for the di�erent ontexts. The power of this ap-proah beomes apparent, when looking at partial redundany elimination:almost automatially, this approah leads to the elimination of all partialredundanies.In the following we are elaborating on this idea in the setting of the inter-
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proedural analysis of fork/join parallel programs. In this setting it is nolonger possible to haraterize the relevant ontexts simply by means ofseparating versions of the onsidered program points. Rather, the hara-terizations must additionally keep trak of the nesting of proedure alls andthe state of the onurrent omputations. Tehnially, the extra informationabout the program on�guration in whih an abstrat value may our, willbe represented as a tree. A onvenient way of representing possibly in�nitesets of trees is provided by �nite tree automata or regular onstraint sys-tems. Regular onstraint systems ensure that there are eÆient algorithmsfor basi problems like determining the set of onstraint variables for whihthe orresponding sets in the least solutionÆ ... are non-empty;Æ ... ontain a spei� tree;Æ ... are ontained in some regular set;Æ ... have a non-empty intersetion with some regular set.For re�ned reahability as onsidered in [5, 6℄, we are interested in de-termining for all program points u and abstrat values d 2 D , the sets ofall proess trees possibly reahing u suh that all orresponding programexeutions result in values bounded by d. Here, proess trees are tree-likegeneralizations of all staks desribing the set of urrently ative parallelproesses. The generalization of property-oriented expansion requires evenmore preise ontext information. For all program points u and abstratvalues d 2 D , we will therefore ompute the set of all program exeutionsreahing u and resulting in values bounded by d.8.1 Exeution Trees and Proess TreesProgram exeution paths (as de�ned in setion 3) do not apture the infor-mation about the nesting of proedure alls or the state of parallel exeu-tions. Thus they are insuÆient to provide a basis for our re�ned analysis.We therefore onsider the enrihed struture of exeution trees, whih is de-signed to apture the required information. An example exeution tree forthe program from �g. 1, is shown in �g. 2. Intuitively, exeutions are rep-resented in these tree as (left to right depths �rst) pre-order tree traversals.Basi exeution steps are represented as nodes with one predeessor. Binarynodes are then introdued for proedure alls. The �rst subtree at suh anode represents the exeution before the all whereas the seond subtreegives the exeution of the alled proedure. In the example tree of �g. 2,exeution of proedure main starts at the leftmost leaf with basi edge (0; 1)followed by a all to proedure p at edge (1; 1). Consequently, the rightsubtree at (1; 1) represents an exeution of p. This exeution again starts atthe leftmost leaf of the orresponding subtree, i.e., now with the basi edge(3; 4) followed by a parallel all to the proedures p and q at edge (4; 6).Fig. 2 represents a full exeution of the onsidered example program. How-ever, the same struture is easily adapted to also apture the notion of
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Fig. 2: An Exeution Tree for main.
`program point in a ertain ontext'. Aordingly, we also use trees fordesribing program exeutions whih reah a ertain program point. Anexample of suh a tree is given in �g. 3.The idea is to introdue extra binary nodes (here: the barred nodes (1; 1)and (4; 6) ) for alls whose evaluation is started but will not be ompletedbefore reahing the program point in question. The resulting tree is alledpartial exeution tree. The program point reahed by a partial exeution treeis the program point reah inside the last proedure of the proess urrentlyunder \fous". Our onvention is that the proedures entered by the proessunder fous are identi�ed by a leftmost leaf �. Thus, in �g. 3 the all to the
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Fig. 3: A Partial Exeution Tree Reahing Node 5.
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proedure main, has been entered followed by two alls to proedure p wherethe urrent program point is given by the endpoint of edge (3; 5), i.e., 5. Inparallel to this seond all to p, a all to proedure q has been spawned.Sine the orresponding subtree is the empty tree #, we onlude that (inthe represented senario) so far no edge has been traversed inside q.The advantage of using suh tree-like representations is apparent: sine thenesting struture of alls is made expliit, we are able to restore (parts of)the urrent loal state after a ompleted all.For a formal treatment, we interpret the set of edges E as a ranked alphabetwhere basi edges and all edges have ranks 1 and 2, respetively. Further-more, we need nullary symbols # and � denoting the empty tree and theempty partial tree, respetively, a binary symbol jj (written in in�x nota-tion) and, for eah all edge e a new symbol �e of rank 2 denoting a all whihhas been entered but not yet ompleted. Then, (formal parallel exeution)trees t and partial trees r are represented as expression trees as follows:t :: = # j e(t) j e(t; t1) j e(t; t1 jj t2)r :: = � j �e(r; r) j �e(r; r1 jj t) j �e(r; t jj r1) j e(r) j e(r; t) j e(r; t1 jj t2)Eah (partial) exeution tree x represents a set I[x℄ of possible parallelexeution sequenes:I[�℄ = I[#℄ = f�gI[e(x)℄ = I[x℄ � eI[e(x1; x2)℄ = I[�e(x1; x2)℄ = I[x1℄ � I[x2℄I[x1 jjx2℄ = I[x1℄
 I[x2℄The mapping I is extended to sets of (partial) trees by:I[X℄ = [fI[x℄ j x 2 XgFor proedures p and program points u, we onsider the following sets oftrees:Æ T [p℄ and T [u℄ are the sets of parallel exeution trees of p and u, re-spetively;Æ R[p℄ and R[u℄ are the sets of partial parallel exeution trees reahingp and u, respetively.These sets are then de�ned as the least solutions of the following onstraintsystems.T [p℄ � T [r℄ r return point of p (1)T [s℄ � f#g s entry point of a proedure (2)T [v℄ � e(T [u℄) e = (u; v) basi edge (3)T [v℄ � e(T [u℄; T [p℄) e = (u; v) alls p (4)T [v℄ � e(T [u℄; T [p1℄ jjT [p2℄) e = (u; v) alls p1 jj p2 (5)Line (1) says that the set of exeution trees of proedure p is the set ofexeution trees for the return point of p. Line (2) says that at least the
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empty tree is an exeution tree for the entry point of a proedure. Line(3) says that for every basi edge e = (u; v), the set of exeution trees ofprogram point v subsumes all exeution trees to u extended by e. Line (4)says that for every edge e = (u; v) alling a proedure p, the set of exeutiontrees for the program point v subsumes all exeution trees of u extended bye together with any exeution tree of the proedure p. Finally, line (5) saysthat for every edge e = (u; v) alling proedures p1 and p2 in parallel, theset of exeution trees for the program point v subsumes all exeution treesof u extended by e together with a pair of exeution trees for p1 and p2,respetively.Aordingly, the sets of reahing partial exeution trees are given as theleast solution of:R[p℄ � R[u℄ e = (u; ) alls p, p jj or jj p (6)R[v℄ � R[v;main℄ (7)R[v; p℄ � R0[v℄ v program point of p (8)R[v; p℄ � �e(R0[u℄; R[v; q℄) e = (u; ) in p alls q (9)R[v; p℄ � �e(R0[u℄; R[v; q1℄ jjA[q2℄);�e(R0[u℄; A[q1℄ jjR[v; q2℄) e = (u; ) in p alls q1 jj q2 (10)R0[s℄ � f�g s entry node (11)R0[v℄ � e(R0[u℄) e = (u; v) basi edge (12)R0[v℄ � e(R0[u℄; T [p℄) e = (u; v) alls p (13)R0[v℄ � e(R0[u℄; T [p1℄ jjT [p2℄) e = (u; v) alls p1 jj p2 (14)A[p℄ � T [u℄ u program point in p (15)A[p℄ � �e(T [u℄; A[q℄) e = (u; ) in p alls q (16)A[p℄ � �e(T [u℄; A[q1℄ jjA[q2℄) e = (u; ) in p alls q1 jj q2 (17)Lines (6) and (7) redue the sets of partial reahing exeution trees to thesets R[v; q℄ of partial exeution trees reahing v relative to some proedureq. Lines (8) through (10) then explain how these sets of relative partialexeution trees are determined. These onstraints make use of two auxiliarygroups of sets, namely, R0[v℄, v a program point, and A[q℄, q a proedure.The sets R0[v℄ are de�ned in lines (11) through (14). They represent partialexeution trees reahing v relative to the proedure of v. Finally, sets A[q℄being de�ned in lines (15) through (17), represent pre�xes of omputationsrunning in parallel with the proess urrently under onsideration.By �xpoint indution, we verify:Proposition 5. For all proedures p and program points u,�(p) = I[T [p℄℄ and �(u) = I[T [u℄℄�r(p) = I[R[p℄℄ and �r(u) = I[R[u℄℄2By proposition 5, the semantis of programs based on exeution paths anbe understood as an abstration of the semantis based on exeution trees.
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Fig. 4: The Proess Tree Corresponding to Fig. 3.
Let us now turn to the onept of proess trees. The internal nodes of proesstrees either denote entered but not yet ompleted alls e or splittings of theurrent proess into sub-proesses, whereas the sequene of leaves form asnapshot of all urrently running proesses.The proess tree orresponding to the partial exeution tree from �g. 3 isshown in �g. 4. Note that within proess trees, we now onsider edges asunary tree symbols. Intuitively, the proess tree orresponding to a partialexeution tree is obtained by removing un-barred nodes. Just the barrednodes are retained sine they orrespond to the entered but not yet �nishedalls. Within these, the jj -nodes ombine trees of ative proesses runningin parallel. Furthermore, the urrent program point of the proess underfous is represented by �, whereas the program points reahed in parallelare reorded as leaves. In the example, the program point from q reahedin parallel is 7, sine so far no edge has been traversed inside q, and 7 is theentry point of q.We now desribe these onepts formally. Proess trees for a parallel pro-gram an be represented as expressions  of the form:

 ::= � j e() j e( jj 0) j e(0 jj )0 ::= u j e(0) j e(0 jj 0)
where � denotes the program point in the urrent proess, e denotes a (pos-sibly parallel) all edge, u a program point, and q a proedure alled inparallel (here, we omitted barring of edges again).Formally, we an de�ne the extration C[:℄ of proess trees from partial
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omputation trees by:C[�℄ = �C[e(r)℄ = C[r℄ e basi edgeC[e(r; t)℄ = C[r℄ e all edgeC[�e(r; r1)℄ = e(C[r1℄) e alls qC[�e(r; r1 jj t)℄ = e(C[r1℄ jj Cq[t℄) e alls jj qC[�e(r; t jj r2)℄ = e(Cq[t℄ jj C[r2℄) e alls q jjCq[#℄ = u u entry point of qCq[e(x)℄ = v e = ( ; v)Cq[e(x1; x2)℄ = v e = ( ; v)Cq[�e(x1; x2)℄ = C[�e(x1; x2)℄The transformation C[:℄ an be seen as a (deterministi topdown) �nite-state linear tree transdution from (partial) exeution trees to proess trees.Again, we extend it to a transformation of sets of (partial) trees by:C[T ℄ = fC[t℄ j t 2 TgFor a program point u, let C[u℄ denote the set of proess trees possiblyourring at u (for brevity, we heneforth always state assertions just forprogram points u and omit the orresponding assertions for proedures p).The onstraint system for R[u℄ an be seen a regular tree grammar/�nitestate tree automaton where the onstraint variables are the nonterminals/states.Let us all suh a onstraint system regular. Tehnially, a onstraint sys-tem over sets of trees is regular, i� all right-hand sides of onstraints arebuilt up from onstraint variables and onstant sets of trees by appliationof tree onstrutors only. We onlude that the sets R[u℄ are regular treelanguages. As is well-known, regular tree languages are losed under appli-ation of �nite-state linear tree transdutions. Consequently, the sets C[u℄are regular as well.8.2 Formalizing Re�ned Reahability AnalysisConsider again some abstrat domain D together with a set F of transferfuntions of the form f x = (aux)tb, a; b 2 D as in setion 4. Assume we aregiven an analysis by some initial value d0 2 D and a mapping [:℄ : Basi! Fof basi edges to transfer funtions. In the following, we will additionallyassume that the lattie D is �nite.The basi re�ned reahability question onsists in determining for allprogram points u and abstrat values d 2 D , the setsR[u; d℄ = ft 2 R[u℄ j 8� 2 I[t℄ : [�℄ d0 v dgof all partial exeution trees possibly reahing u suh that all orrespondinginterleavings � result in values bounded by d. Indeed, given this information,we have perfet ontrol over every possible history guaranteeing a ertain
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abstrat value. The related analysis problem of Esparza et al. in [5, 6℄ is, ina ertain sense, less ambitious than ours as it only asks for the setsC[u; d℄ = fC[t℄ j t 2 R[u℄;8� 2 I[t℄ : [�℄ d0 v dgof all proess trees possibly reahing u suh that all orresponding interleav-ings � result in values bounded by d. Also, it is only appliable to abstratlatties D = f0 � 1g. In order to relate the re�ned analysis problems forpartial exeution trees and proess trees, respetively, we observe:Proposition 6. For every program point u, C[R[u; d℄℄ = C[u; d℄. 2Due to this basi observation, we will �rst solve the re�ned analysis problemfor partial exeution trees, i.e., derive a regular onstraint system for the setsR[u; d℄. Regular onstraint systems for the sets C[u; d℄ then an be obtainedjust by appliation of the linear transdution C[:℄.In order to onstrut a regular onstraint system for the sets R[u; d℄, wede�ne an evaluationH[:℄ mapping (partial) exeution trees to the least upperbound of the e�ets of all orresponding exeution paths. The mapping His given by:H[#℄ = H[�℄ = �x:xH[e(x)℄ = [e℄ Æ H[x℄ e basi edgeH[e(x1; x2)℄ = H[�e(x1; x2)℄ = H[x2℄ Æ H[x1℄ e all edgeH [x1 jjx2℄ = H[x1℄
H[x2℄Obviously, we have:Proposition 7. For every (partial) exeution tree x, H[x℄ = [I[x℄℄. 2The evaluation funtion H[:℄ an be seen as a (bottom-up deterministi)�nite tree automaton where the set of states is given by F . Regular treelanguages are losed under intersetion. Therefore, H[:℄ together with theonstraint system for reahing partial exeution trees allows us to onstruta regular onstraint system for partial exeution trees reahing programpoints in abstrat states bounded by some d. This gives us our last maintheorem:Theorem 4. For every program point u and abstrat value d 2 D , the setsR[u; d℄ and C[u; d℄ are regular. Regular onstraint systems for these sets anbe omputed in time O(n �m � jF j3) where n is the size of the program andm the number of ourring proedures. 2In partiular, if D = f0 � 1g, then jF j = 3, and we obtain at a quadratialgorithm. Note that we obtain expliit upper omplexity bounds whihmoreover are tight in the sense that they math the sizes of the produedoutput strutures.
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9. ConlusionWe have shown how to extend the intra-proedural method of [11℄ to uni-formly and eÆiently apture inter-proedural bitvetor analyses of fork/joinparallel programs. Our method, whih omprises analysis problems likeavailable expressions, live variables or strong opy onstant propagation,passes the test for pratiality, as it `behaves' as the widely aepted al-gorithms for sequential inter-proedural program analysis. Moreover, eventhough preision an only be proved for fork/join parallelism, our algorithmmay also be used for omputing safe approximations for languages with ar-bitrary synhronization statements. Also, due to its strutural similarity tothe sequential ase, it an easily be integrated in program analysis environ-ments like e.g. MetaFrame or PAG, whih already ontain the neessary�xpoint mahinery.Finally, we showed how to go beyond lassial program analysis, whih isharaterized by taking the struture of the argument program dogmatially.In ontrast, our re�ned analysis an be regarded as a generalization of theintra-proedural approah of property-oriented exansion to a setting withproedures and fork/join parallelism. Thus it does not fous on the stru-ture of the argument program. Rather it provides information tailored toestablish the appropriate program struture for the onsidered optimizationgoal. Tehnially, based on lassial results for regular tree languages andspei� properties of F , we derived for every program point u and abstratvalue d, (a representation of) the sets of all partial exeution trees as wellas the sets of all proess trees at u yielding abstrat values bounded by d.We are onvined that the gained preision will be a basis for numerousagressive program optimization tehniques.
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 2Consider funtions f1; f2; f 2 F given by fi = �x:(ai u x) t bi, i = 1; 2, andf = �x:(a u x) t b. Then we alulate:f1 Æ f2 t f2 Æ f1 = (�x:(a1 u a2 u x) t (a1 u b2) t b1) t(�x:(a1 u a2 u x) t (a2 u b1) t b2)= �x:(a1 u a2 u x) t b1 t b2= f1 
 f2{ giving us statement (1). Aordingly, for statement (2), we have:f1 
 f t f2 
 f = (�x:(a1 u a u x) t b1 t b) t(�x:(a2 u a u x) t b2 t b)= �x:((a1 t a2) u a u x) t (b1 t b2) t b= (f1 t f2)
 fFinally, for a proof of statement (3), let M1;M2 be non-empty subsets ofE�. By statement (1), we have[M1℄
 [M2℄ = [M1℄ Æ [M2℄ t [M2℄ Æ [M1℄= [M2 �M1 [M1 �M2℄ v [M1 
M2℄Therefore, it remains to prove the reverse inequality. For that onsiderw = e1 : : : em 2 M1 
M2 where for disjoint index sets I1; I2 with I1 [ I2 =f1; : : : ;mg, wi = wjIi 2Mi. We laim:[w℄ v [w1℄ Æ [w2℄ t [w2℄ Æ [w1℄
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Clearly, this laim implies the statement (3) of our proposition. In order toprove the laim, let [ei℄ = �x:(aiux)tbi, i = 1; : : : ;m, [wj ℄ = �x:(Ajux)tBj,j = 1; 2, and [w℄ = �x:(A u x) tB. Then by de�nition,A = a1 u : : : u am = A1 uA2Now onsider value B. By de�nition,

B = mGk=1(bk u ak+1 u : : : u am)
We will show that for every k,bk u ak+1 u : : : u am v B1 tB2W.l.o.g. assume that k 2 I1 (the ase where k 2 I2 is ompletely analogous)and let fj1; : : : ; jrg = fj 2 I1 j j > kg. Thenbk u ak+1 u : : : u am v bk u aj1 u : : : u ajr v B1whih implies the assertion. 2Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 3For M � E�, let EM � E denote the set of elements of E ourring in Mwhere [e℄ = �x:(ae u x) t be. Furthermore, let B = Ffbe j e 2 EMg.We �rst show that [pre(M)℄ v �x:x t B. Let w 2 pre(M). We proeed byindution on the length n of w. If n = 0, then w = �. Consequently,[w℄ = I = �x:x v �x:x tBNow assume n > 0. Then, w = w0e where, by indution hypothesis, [w0℄ d vd tB for every d 2 D . But then also[w℄ d = [e℄ ([w0℄ d) v [e℄ (d tB)= (ae u d) t (ae uB) t bev d tBwhih ompletes the proof. For a proof of the reverse inlusion, we �rstobserve that �x:x = [�℄ v [pre(M)℄, sine � 2 pre(M). Furthermore, foreah e 2 EM , we an �nd a pre�x w = w0e 2 pre(M). Consequently,be v (ae u [w0℄ d) t be= [w℄ d v [pre(M)℄ dfor every d 2 D . Thus,�x:x tB = (�x:x) tGf�x:be j e 2 EMg v [pre(M)℄This ompletes the proof. 2
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Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 2Let us start with the following simple but useful observation:Proposition 8. For every f 2 F , b 2 D and � = �x:x t b,f 
� = � Æ f 2Next, we reformulate the onstraint system for reahability as follows. Weintrodue the new values [[v℄℄0; v a program point, and [[p℄℄0, p a proedure,whih ollet the least upper bounds of diretly reahing values by ignoringpossible interleavings with exeution paths possibly exeuted in parallel tov (or p). These values are determined as the least solution of the followingonstraint system:[[main℄℄0 w d0 (1)[[v℄℄0 w [v℄ Æ [[p℄℄0 v program point in proedure p (2)[[p℄℄0 w [[u℄℄0 e = (u; ) alls p or p jj or jj p (3)By standard �xpoint indution we �nd:Proposition 9. For all program points v and proedures p,[[v℄℄ = [[v℄℄0 tB(v) and [[p℄℄ = [[p℄℄0 tB(p) 2In order to understand the \nature" of the values B(v), we onsider the setsP (v) of edges possibly exeuted in parallel with program points v. They aredetermined through the least solution of the following onstraint system:E(p) � feg e basi edge in proedure pE(p) � E(q) proedure p alls q or q jj or jj qP (v) � P (p) v program point in pP (p) � P (u) (u; ) alls proedure pP (qi) � E(q3�i) [ P (u) (u; ) alls q1 jj q2By omparison of this onstraint system with the de�nition of the values�(p) and B(v); B(p) in setion 6, we obtain:Proposition 10. For every proedure p and program point v,(1) �x:x t �(p) = I t [E(p)℄;(2) �x:x tB(p) = I t [P (p)℄ and �x:x tB(v) = I t [P (v)℄. 2Moreover, we have:Proposition 11. For every proedure p,[pre(�(p))℄ = I tF[E(p)℄ = �x:x t �(p) 2In order to simplify the proof of theorem 2, let us assume that all alls areparallel alls q1 jj q2. This assumption does not inur a restrition, sine anordinary all to a proedure p an easily be simulated by a all to p jj q0
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where q0 is a proedure with just a single program point and no edgesat all. Furthermore, it suÆes to prove the assertion of the theorem justfor program points v (the assertion for proedures then is an immediateonsequene). We want to prove that for every program point v, the value[[v℄℄ is a safe approximation of the value Reah(v), i.e., [[v℄℄ w Reah(v). Byde�nition, Reah(v) = [�r(v)℄ d0 = [�(v;main)℄ d0Therefore, let w 2 �(v;main). Then there are program points u0; : : : ; um,exeution paths w0; : : : ; wm together with exeution paths w0i, proeduresq(i)1 ; q(i)2 and indies j(i) 2 f1; 2g for i = 1; : : : ;m suh that:Æ um = v;Æ wi 2 �(ui) for i = 0; : : : ;m;Æ there are alls (ui�1; ) to q(i)1 jj q(i)2 ;Æ u0 is a program point in main and for i > 0, ui is a program point inq(i)j(i);Æ w0i 2 pre(�(q(i)3�j(i))) for i = 1; : : : ;m;Æ w 2 fw0g�(fw01g
(fw1g�(: : : fw0m�1g
(fwm�1g�(fw0mg
fwmg)) : : :))).Let � = �x:x t P (v). Then by proposition 11,[w0i℄ v [pre(�(q(i)3�j(i)))℄ = I t [E(q(i)3�j(i))℄ v I t [P (v)℄ = �for all i = 1; : : : ;m. Therefore by proposition 8,[w℄ v (((: : : (([wm℄
 [w0m℄) Æ [wm�1℄)
 [w0m�1℄ : : :) Æ [w1℄)
 [w01℄) Æ [w0℄v (((: : : (([wm℄
�) Æ [wm�1℄)
� : : :) Æ [w1℄)
�) Æ [w0℄= � Æ (: : : (([wm℄
�) Æ [wm�1℄)
� : : :) Æ [w1℄ Æ [w0℄: : := � Æ [wm℄ Æ [wm�1℄ Æ : : : Æ [w0℄Sine ([wm℄ Æ : : : Æ [w0℄) d0 v [[v℄℄0, we onlude that[w℄ d0 v �[[v℄℄0 = [[v℄℄0 tB(v) = [[v℄℄whih we wanted to prove.It remains to prove the reverse inequality, i.e., that (1) [[v℄℄0 v Reah(v) and(2) B(v) v Reah(v).Let us �rst onsider inequality (1). The value [[v℄℄0 is the least upper boundon values [w℄ d0 suh that there exit program points u0; : : : ; um, exeutionpaths w0; : : : ; wm together with proedures q(i)1 ; q(i)2 and indies j(i) 2 f1; 2gfor i = 1; : : : ;m suh that:Æ um = v;Æ wi 2 �(ui) for i = 0; : : : ;m;
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Æ there are alls (ui�1; ) to q(i)1 jj q(i)2 ;Æ u0 is a program point in main and for i > 0, ui is a program point inq(i)j(i);Æ w = w0 : : : wm.By indution on r = m� i (from r = 0 to r = m�1), we �nd that for i > 0,wi : : : wm 2 �(v; q(i)j(i))and for i = 0, w = w0 : : : wm 2 �(v;main) = �r(v)Therefore, [w℄ d0 v [�r(v)℄ d0 = Reah(v)whih we wanted to prove.Now let us onsider inequality (2). By proposition 10, �x:x t B(v) = I t[P (v)℄. Therefore, it suÆes to prove for eah edge e 2 P (v), that be vReah(v).Sine e 2 P (v), there exist program points u0; : : : ; um, exeution pathsw0; : : : ; wm together with proedures q(i)1 ; q(i)2 , indies j(i) 2 f1; 2g for i =1; : : : ;m, an index k 2 f1; : : : ;mg and one exeution path w0 suh thatÆ um = v;Æ wi 2 �(ui) for i = 0; : : : ;m;Æ there are alls (ui�1; ) to q(i)1 jj q(i)2 ;Æ u0 is a program point in main and for i > 0, ui is a program point inq(i)j(i);Æ w0e 2 pre(�(q(k)3�j(k)).As above, we onlude that wk : : : wm 2 �(v; q(k)j(k)). By de�nition, then alsowk�1wk : : : wmw0e 2 �(v; q(k�1)j(k�1))(where in ase k = 1, we let q(0)j(0) = main) and therefore alsow0 : : : wk�1wk : : : wmw0e 2 �(v;main) = �r(v)We onlude thatbe v bet(aeu([w0 : : : wmw0℄ d0)) = [w0 : : : wmw0e℄ d0 v [�r(v)℄ d0 = Reah(v)whih ompletes the proof. 2


